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Old Morganians  
  NEWSLETTER No. 12, MARCH 2016 

Editor: Geoff. Marchant; NB: See bottom of page 8 for all contact details. 
 

Editorial – In our last edition I said we had again 
run out of space and that further details of the 
2015 dinner would have to be held over until this 
March 2016 newsletter. Some of us had some idea 
at that time of “refurbishing” plans for our old 
school but little did we realise that the Tudor 
Hotel would also be considering refurbishing or 
re-arranging our usual venue. Society, 
Association, and now the joined “Old 
Morganians” have dined there most years for the 
last 25 years but Mike Dodden received a letter in 
late October from the Tudor Management saying 
that catering would no longer be available in the 
Function Suite (- so what does it become, then? 
Surely no longer a Function Suite?). They did also 
apologise for the noise which ruined our speeches 
this last year. Colin Brown had tried on the night 
to get some action to reduce the downstairs’ 
group’s volume but very few of us noticed any 
lasting difference. We must apologise to our 
Speaker Graham Addicott OBE and I cannot 
comment further as I was one of the many who 
complained we had been unable to hear much 
above the boom of the downstairs amplifier – a 
great pity for this our last dinner at the Tudor. 
Some of us had therefore been pushing for a 
change of venue before Mike received the ‘quit’ 
letter! Haygrove Head, Karen Canham, has said in 
the past that she would welcome us back to the 
Old School, but suddenly that became “but not 
unfortunately in 2016” as the Council Authorities 
were putting out plans for “refurbishments” there. 
This came only 12 months or so after withdrawal 
of plans for a new school at Skimmerton Lane due 
to the cost of the project and Government cut-
backs. It was therefore a bit of a surprise to read 
an extract from the local paper (sent to me by a 
committee member) that there were now, in early 
October 2015, new proposals for the new school 
to be built as part of a suggested new housing 
estate at “Cokenhurst Farm” Wembdon. I presume 
in this context the developer would have to 
provide both land and funds for a new school! 
How appropriate for the school, I thought, if that 
went through as, if they mean Cokerhurst Farm, 
that was the home of at least one DMS pupil in the 
1950s – the late Barry Chappell who died so 

tragically in a light aircraft air disaster in South 
Africa soon after taking up a job there as a Game 
Warden (if my memory serves me correctly on all 
those points.) Of course the change to a school 
cum housing estate would NOT be so appropriate 
for British Agriculture! 
However, there are luckily several other Function 
Suites in the Bridgwater area and our committee 
will possibly, hopefully, have been able to secure 
a venue and date by the time this newsletter is sent 
out. Indeed, I know that our secretary, Roger 
Richards, has done stirling work seeking out, 
visiting and assessing possible new venues and we 
owe him a huge “Thank You” for all the work he 
has put into that on our behalf. We do need a place 
where we can hear our speakers, preferably with a 
modern unobtrusive microphone system…and of 
course without too much increase in catering cost! 
If possible we don’t want “setting-up and taking 
down” of tables, chairs, etc to have to be done by 
our (ageing!) committee members, and for all 
members the venue has to be not too distant from 
the town or other hotel facilities. It’s a tall order, 
we wish them well, again especially as it’s all on 
our behalf.  
As our committee and some of  our members 
already know, I was diagnosed with the start of 
new health problems just before our last dinner 
and relied on First Great Western to get me to 
Bridgwater Station, where Ray Haines laid on a 
taxi for both of us to get to the Tudor in time to 
start greeting members. Two of us were later to 
journey home courtesy of Alan Chedzey. 
However, his car objected the day before so his 
daughter (my God-daughter) bless her heart, drove 
down from Bedminster to return Alan, myself and 
Mike Beaumont safely home despite certain fog-
bound bits of the A38 near Bridgwater and 
Burnham. “Pay back time” said Alan, but we were 
all greatly indebted to her! One of the first to 
make himself known was recent new member 
Rodney Browne – we hadn’t met for 59 years but 
soon got chatting. Rodney’s wife had a meal 
downstairs on her own, something we shall 
certainly endeavour to put right on future 
occasions as my wife and I met up with both of 
them two weeks later in their home town of 
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Eastbourne, and much enjoyed another meal out! 
Just after that holiday I was “put under house 
arrest” by suspected severe sciatica or muscular 
condition so was unable to attend the committee 
meeting or go anywhere further than the 
bathroom. This lasted for over ten weeks with 
bottles of painkillers hardly making it bearable, 
and frustration increasing day by day. However, I 
can still use a biro (the pain is in the left leg and 
buttock!) and when it’s not too painful I can sit 
crookedly at the computer. My wife has been 
picking up and sifting e-mails so OM news can 
still be received and used. In other words, “Keep 
the news coming in; and as no-one has come 
forward to take over editorship I will do my best 
to keep on top of it. Please bear with me though if 
some items have not been acknowledged. 
Hopefully all will appear here given time! 
I must also report that the pictures of the 
Haygrove Toll Gate used on page 6 in the October 

2015 newsletter have been sent on both to the 
Blake Museum and to member Chris Sidaway. 
Grateful acknowledgement yet again to Rev. Will 
Lane at Holy Trinity, Hamp, for providing those 
from his other church at Durleigh (Never St. 
Hugh’s to any of my generation, but “The Little 
Chapel in the Woods” which had lost its 
dedication, and should so rightly have been St. 
Hubert’s, if anything!). If anyone has a picture of 
Durleigh Bridge, where the footpath used for the 
DMS cross-country runs came out onto the 
Bridgwater to Enmore road, I would very much 
appreciate a copy. I have tried Wessex Water to 
no avail – not even an answer. The present bridge 
was installed sometime in the 1960s, I think, and 
it’s the previous brick bridge I am particularly 
interested in, though both would be useful. 
Similarly, any photos or sketches of Durleigh 
village at West Bower before the reservoir was 
built in the 1930s!

 
 Talking of photographs, let us include a few here taken by Dave Peek at the 2015 Dinner… 
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Our Speaker, Graham Addicott, OBE. 

 
Further details of the two “R.I.Ps” which I mentioned very briefly on page 8 of the October 
newsletter: 
 
Tony Upham 
 John Pulsford sent me the following on 25th August 2015: Dear Geoff, I'm afraid I won't be able to be at 
this year's annual dinner due to family commitments but in case you hadn't heard I thought I should pass on the sad 
news of the death of Old Morganian Tony Upham who many will remember from his school days, his Old Morganian 
rugby playing days and as a man about town (Bridgwater that is). I heard of his death in a letter I received this morning 
from his former wife. Tony had been ill for some time and finally died in the Philippines at the end of May. I attach a 
copy of his obituary which appeared in a Hong Kong legal magazine. Best wishes John Pulsford 
 
“Anthony Roy “Tony” Upham passed away on 30 May 2015 surrounded by his family after a long battle with cancer. He was born 
on 7 October 1943 in Bridgwater in the United Kingdom. Tony grew up in Somerset and went on to study law at Southampton 
University and Exeter University. His career took him into private practice in England before becoming a magistrate and acting 
coroner in Hong Kong in 1982. 

He built a reputation as a no-nonsense magistrate. Of the countless cases Tony presided over, perhaps R v Pau Chi Keung [1987] 
HKCFI 288 best describes his unwavering and indefatigable nature. The defendant before him was a repeat offender who in Tony’s 
words “was fortunate these matters were left in the Magistracy” and who was given the maximum three years sentence that a 
magistrate could impose, and an additional six months’ imprisonment, which was triggered by a previous suspended sentence. But 
there was a snag. Binding precedent mandated that no overall sentence above three years could be imposed. Yet, Tony’s reading 
of the Criminal Procedure Ordinance (Cap. 221) told him otherwise. True to character, Tony chose to ignore the binding precedent, 
giving, in the words of the Court of Appeal, “full and cogent reasons for his view of the true effect of the relevant statutory provisions 
which was contrary to that expressed by [the superior court]”. Tony’s spirited attitude was rewarded by the Court of Appeal’s 
vindication. Rather than remitting the matter, the defendant’s appeal was dismissed and henceforth magistrates were no longer tied 
by the strict three-year rule. 

Of course, one case cannot tell the whole story. One of Tony’s unique qualities was that his strength of character was indelibly tied 
to a strong sense of decency and honesty. He could be tough but underneath was a gentle soul who only ever judged a person on 
the basis of their deeds. 
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As a law professor at City University he taught thousands of budding lawyers, many of whom will remember his infinite patience in 
explaining legal principles, as well as his willingness to help anyone in trouble or need. All who attended his lectures will fondly 
remember his ‘real life’ classroom demonstrations of criminal law scenarios, as well as his prodigious sense of humour. During his 
time at City University, Tony also instituted Friday ‘prayers’ for students and friends, where he would advise, counsel and tell 
anecdotes from his times as a lawyer and magistrate. Ultimately, his path led to the University of Hong Kong, where he taught 
during his final years. 

Tony was interred on 7 June 2015 at Hos Gardens, Burgos, Philippines. He may have passed but his larger than life persona will 
always remain in the hearts of all who knew him.” 

 

Many thanks to John for his communication and we acknowledge with many 
thanks the article and photograph which he sent on.  
 
 
 
 
Gordon Perry. Dick Raymond had let me know on 31st August of the death 
of Gordon Perry. He said.. Sad news, I’m afraid in that Margaret, Gordon’s 
wife, rang to tell me that Gordon died on Friday morning 28th August. She 
doesn’t know funeral details yet but will tell me when she knows and I will 

pass them on. I’m guessing that he would have been 85 or 6. I’ll go to his funeral if I can. 
Followed by : Gordon Perry 1940-7. Funeral on Wednesday 9th September which I will attend. 
Dick. 5th Sept.  Many thanks to Dick for that and his attendance at the funeral. Also to our secretary Roger 
Richards as he tries to send a letter of condolence to the families of all our departed members. 
 
Also, back in May 2015 Chris Byrne sent me the following re John Holroyd… 
Hi Geoff, Thanks for the latest Newsletter.  I was sorry to read a small note noting the death of John Holroyd. 
I don't think it was until we reached the Lower Sixth that I encountered him in the classroom and I'm fairly sure he'd not 
been there that long at that point.  What struck us all about him was that, with no disrespect intended to the other 
memorable teachers that we had, he appeared really quite young, though to be fair we probably thought anyone over 
30 was pretty ancient at that point in our lives!  He also seemed more prepared to interact with us on a level that 
others didn't: he was less aloof.  In fact I remember being very surprised when, in the Upper Sixth, he even used our 
Christian names at times: definitely not an everyday occurrence elsewhere in the School. 
He taught us Physics, mainly upstairs in the newly-opened laboratory just beyond the Chemistry Lab which was such 
an improvement on the old lab next to Glyn Rees's Workshop, and also Applied Maths.  In those days with Applied 
Maths and Pure Maths taught separately I definitely found myself, as an embryonic chemist with something of a 
mental block when it came to Colin Uzzell's Pure Maths, more at home with JH's material on ladders leaning against 
walls and accelerating pulley systems. 
For no reason that I can remember now, he picked up at some point the unfeasibly long nickname of "sleeping Johnny 
the Cornflakes man".  Whether he was notably tired (I don't think so); whether he had a penchant for Cornflakes 
(unlikely); or both (!), I really can't say, and that one will probably remain a mystery. (Anyone know different?-Ed.) 
He was an enthusiastic drummer, playing in the School Orchestra, I think, and in a band in Williton or Minehead.  He 
was also a willing wicket-keeper for the fondly-remembered School & Staff XI, and a keen goalkeeper for Williton FC. 
In fact I vaguely remember some of us cycling over to Williton once to check out his tales of exploits between the posts 
at first hand. 
Anyway, for a variety of reasons, JH was certainly one of the more stand-out characters of my years at DMS.   R.I.P.
 Best wishes, Chris Byrne (1959-66) 
 
Now, a bit belatedly, a note from Jenny Cubbin sent to Dick in November 2014 and forwarded to me 
for inclusion in the newsletter: 
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Dear Dick and Pauline, thought I ought to just alert you and the Morganians that I have uploaded a couple of images to this 

website http://somersetremembers.com/content/storys/war-memorial-plaque.ashx (see DMS plaque & a poem here.) 
http://somersetremembers.com/content/storys/remembrance/poem.ashx (see same poem by Headmaster Catlow, plus picture 

of  him and DMS old boys, and a teacher in active service here.) 
  The items are taken from the Morganian magazine and are pertinent to WW1.  There are strict limitations on how the images 

and information can be used, all under the auspices of the County Council.  I thought it would be a shame not to include them as 

they are so poignant.  Am about to add the photograph of headmaster and old boys in uniform. Best wishes to you both, Jenny. 
 
 In September my wife and I met up with Rodney (O.M.) and Elaine Browne in Eastbourne and in 
conversation it came out that Rodney had lived in Plymouth some years ago and made a very interesting 
find. I asked him to put it on paper and send it to me. Here it is: 
This next piece is about what happened at my daughter’s school for your newsletter. 
 When I attended my daughter’s schools speech day in about 1986 I saw a teacher that I recognised. He was Mr 
Packer who taught geography at Dr Morgans. 
 He taught at Plymouth High School for Girls and was near retirement 30 years after teaching me geography. 
What a coincidence. Kind Regards, Elaine and Rodney.” (What a coincidence indeed, and I think Mr Packer was 
the last of the masters of our era to pass away, last year if I remember correctly. Ed.) 
 
25 YEARS OF “OLD BOY’S” GET-TOGETHERS.  

In February 2015 our President, Bryan Lancastle, gave both our secretary and our editor the following 
information on the first ever meeting of DMS Old Boys at the Tudor Restaurant. (What a pity we have not 
quite been able to say they were all at the Tudor.) 
Some information on our first meeting which took place on 17th August 1991 in the Tudor Restaurant. 
We organised a buffet which was operative between the hours of 12noon and 2pm.Thirty eight old boys turned up and 
we laid the foundations of the Dr. Morgans Society. Everyone who was present signed our record book recording their 
home address. The meeting had been advertised in the Bridgwater Mercury using a photograph of the 1949 Rugby 
Team. 
Peter Gunningham and myself did a lot of the chasing but one of the old boys behind the idea was Burt Williams (Dr. 
P.C.) Although living in Canada, Burt has attended a number of meetings. 
Tony Wilkins, Colin Brown, Dick Raymond and myself are original members. Approximately half of the original 
members have passed on and some of the others no longer attend. I have a fairly up-to-date list. 
Tony Ball, Tony Chapman, Mick Waddleton, Andy Sendell, John Edney, John Webber, Tony French, George Pring, 
Bill Young and Albert Orley are all originals!! 
I can supply additional information at our next meeting.  Best wishes  Bryan. 
 
For the Haygrove School 2014 Remembrance Service, members of the OM Committee were invited to come 
along. Dick Raymond and Bill King were able to attend and they sent the following to Karen Canham’s PA, Nichola 
Kelly, after their visit: 
“Dear Nicola, Please pass on our sincere thanks to Karen for inviting Old Morganians to the Remembrance Service 
and our apologies for not staying for coffee – we retired people all seem to have pressure on our time! We found it a 
very moving event which was well presented by everyone. We were also impressed by the marvellous organisation of 
the whole morning and the behaviour of all the students during the service. 
  
Old Morganians are extremely proud and grateful of our maintained contact with Haygrove and remain interested in 
the achievements of its students gained through the excellent direction of the Haygrove staff.” 
There had been this extra mention from Noicola: “Hello, We are looking forward to seeing you later today. I just 
wanted to say that Karen would love you to join her for a cup of coffee after the service if you are available.” 
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 The school issued the following Press Release on the 12th November but I have not copied across the photo 
(it is on the Haygrove website if anyone wants to see it – Ed.): 
Remembrance Service at Haygrove School 

Over 1000 people packed into Haygrove School’s Sports Hall to commemorate the ending of the First World War with 
a very special Remembrance Service led by Reverend Ed Moll from St George’s Church, Wembdon. The service, 
which began with all the students and staff joining the School Choir to sing 'O God Our Help in Ages Past' (St Anne), 
included four poetry readings by staff and students before a remembrance wreath was laid by Samual Hunt (Head 
Boy) and Francesca Smith (Head Girl). Mrs Whiteoak played the Last Post and two minutes silence was observed. An 
uplifting rendition of 'God Save the Queen' by the assembled congregation and choir was followed by an address from 
the Headteacher, Mrs Canham and then, as a finale, Year 10 student Eleanor Blincow, dressed in a vintage military 
costume, gave a powerful and moving performance of the famous wartime classic, ‘We’ll Meet Again’. 

The service was enjoyed by Cllr. Anne Bown and Cllr. Gill Slocombe; Mr Michael Payne, British Legion poppy 
seller who visits Haygrove with poppies every Armistice Day; residents and staff from the Rosary Nursing 
Home; Mr Bill King and Mr Dick Raymond from the Old Morganians and Mrs Mary Wood from the Victoria 
Park Community Centre. 

Mrs Wood said, “It was wonderful to come along to the school today and sit alongside so many young people 
remembering those who have died in service.” 

Mrs Canham then accompanied the Head Boy and Head Girl to Kings Square, Bridgwater to put the school’s red 
gerbera wreath amongst the other tributes laid in remembrance over the past few days. 

Photo: Back row: Eleanor Blincow, Cassie Coombes, Mrs K Canham, Max Sellick and Rev. Ed Moll, Josh Basson, 
Mr B. King. Middle row: Mr C. Whiteoak (Head of Music), Cllr G. Slocombe, Mr P. Slocombe, Cllr A. Bown, 
Francesca Smith, Samuel Hunt, Mr M. Payne, Mrs M. Ward, Mr D. Raymond. Front row: Mr J Priddice, Mr K 
Wilson, Mr I Spicer and Mrs T Haynes (Rosary Nursing Home) 
When your editor was at Haygrove School earlier in the year (10th July 2015) and had time to spare waiting for a 
meeting with the Head, he took down the names from the two War Memorials in the Crush Hall and these are 
reproduced below. (Our president, Bryan Lancastle, says he may have a couple of additions to this list that were traced 
later.)   
 
DMS Old Boys on the 1914 – 19 War Memorial: 
Arnold HJ  Coles AE  Helps FB       Salway MS  Williams TD 
Barnard JE  Crowcombe WC Henderson C       Seward H       Winsborron WLM 
Barton HR  Davey JB  Hill CM       Shrimpton RK  Wyatt AB 
Bevan J  Doble WG  Hitchcock HW      Slocombe DW 
Bishop GCW  Dyke B  House SH       Smith SAG 
Bond CE  Edgar JM  Jarvis LC       Stradling C 
Bowering AE  Foley GR  Jeffreys CW       Sweet EC 
Boys W  Fry AH  Major AO       Symons RC 
Burnell RA  Fry CVC  Major CWW       Tanner HJ 
Cary HW  Gadd AB  Novak GV       Trotman LB 
Chard CN  Goodland LM  Plaiger LR       Wedlake ER 
Chard F  Guy H   Ridge WJ       Wedlake T 
Churchill TD  Hagon CD  Sear VV       Wilkinson BM 
 
DMS Old Boys on the 1939 – 45 War Memorial: 
Ash C      Doram E  Martin EJ       Sutherland Cliff  Welland LV 
Bater HC     Hayward K  Moore R       Vaughan D  Wheeler JF 
Connoly CW     Hill H   Norris LRM       Vize DL   Williams DG 
Crossley L     Hurst D  Preece J       Ward A   Young RRJ 
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After these details and in line with the subject of Remembrance above, I thought it would be very 
appropriate to present here a very moving wartime poem which I came across last year, I believe I 
found it online somewhere – Ed. 
 
MY THREE KIDS 
I am writing this tonight, My three kids 
By a little candle-light, My three kids 
And the candlestick's a tin 
With some dry tobacco in 
And so that's how I begin,To three kids 
 
Now I wonder what you're at, My three kids 
Moll and Bids and little Pat, My three kids 
Why of course there's two asleep 
But perhaps Moll's thinking deep 
Watching little stars that peep, At my kids 
 
Since I left you long ago, My three kids 
There's a lot you'd like to know, My three kids 
That has happened to your dad 
In the varied luck he's had 
In adventures good and bad, My three kids 
 
I was soldiered in a trench, My three kids 
Serving under Marshall French, My three kids 
Once a shell dropped with a thud 
Quite close, covered me with mud 
And it's lucky 'twas a dud, For my kids 
 
And I've crossed the ground outside, My three kids 
It's at night that's chiefly tried, My three kids 
And the bullets sang all round 
Overhead, or struck the ground 
But your daddy none has found, No my kids 
 
I have mapped our trenches new, My three kids 
And some German trenches too, My three kids 
I have sprinted past a wood 
Counting steps, for so I could 
Judge the distance, as I should, My three kids 
 
I have placed our snipers where, My three kids 
On the Germans they could stare, My three kids 
And they killed their share of men 
Quite a lot for snipers ten 
From their little hidden den, My three kids 
 
And I've slept in bed quite warm, My three kids 
But I haven't taken harm, My three kids 
When upon the ground I lay 
Without even straw or hay 
In the same clothes night and day, My three kids 

 
When they sent us back to rest, My three kids 
Then they seemed to think it best, My three kids 
To send on your dad ahead 
To discover where a bed  
Could be found, or some old shed, My three kids 
 
And new officers were trained, My three kids 
And the men we've lately gained, My three kids 
And while that work was in hand 
I was second in command 
Of B Coy and that was grand My three kids 
 
But it didn't last all through, My three kids 
There was other work to do, My three kids/ 
When they made me adjutant 
I was busy as an ant 
And it's not much catch, I grant, My three kids 
 
I have ridden on a horse, My three kids 
Captured from a German force, My three kids 
And I've marched and crawled and run 
Night and day in rain and sun 
And shall do it till we've won, My three kids 
 
And I'd rather be with you, My three kids 
Yet you know I'm lucky too, My three kids 
Lots of men I used to know 
Now are killed or wounded, though 
I remain, and back I'll go, To my kids 
 
And I hope you'll all keep well, My three kids 
Just as sound as any bell, My three kids 
And when this long war is done 
We shall have some glorious fun 
Moll and Bids and little son, My three kids 
 
R Stewart Smylie 
Lieut 1st R.S.F 
In the field 19/11/15 
 
He never returned home to “have some glorious fun”.  
Early on 14th July, Lieutenant  Smylie led C Company of 
the first Royal Scots Fusiliers into position. When they 
moved forward onto the slopes of Longeval ridge, they 
suffered heavy casualities, L.S. among them. In the shrapnel 
damaged wallet of  this devoted father was a photograph of 
his wife and three children.

 

Now, after that I felt it would be most appropriate to let you all know something which has happened at the 
“old school” under its relatively new name of Haygrove Comprehensive. It is so connected with the above, and 
Bill King had assured Head Karen Canham that we would let members know about how the Remembrance 
Services went, that I hope I have room for this Haygrove Press Release here…

HAYGROVE PRESS RELEASE Date: 18 July 2014 
Praise for Josh’s poetry 
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Haygrove student Josh Basson is certainly a budding Betjeman or Sassoon - at 15 years old he is already 
receiving recognition for his poetry. With two published poems under his belt, Josh is about to have another 
take pride of place at St Mary’s Church, Bridgwater. Inspired by his school trip to the Normandy battlefields, 
Josh’s moving poem ‘100 Years and Two Bullets Ago’, commemorates the anniversary of the start of the First 
World War and is a part of a series of poems he has written on this theme. 

After hearing of his poetic talents, Headteacher Mrs Canham encouraged Josh to read ‘100 Years’ at a 
memorial service held at St Mary’s Church, with whom the school has strong links. Mr Steve Austin, the 
Mayor of Bridgwater, was so impressed with Josh’s words that he suggested that the poem could have a 
permanent home at the church. After being printed on parchment and professionally framed, the poem is now 
on display for the congregation and other visitors to read and reflect upon in this First World War anniversary 
year and beyond. 

One hundred years and two bullets ago…
One hundred years 
And two bullets ago 
16 million lives 
Went to wherever dead men go 
 
Fathers, brothers, sons and others 
Off they went, off to war 
They called it the one to end them all 
One more war and then no more 
 
The Great War, the Great War 
Two bullets from a pistol 
Called forth soldiers of the world 
From Paris all the way to Bristol 
 
Off they marched, off to war 
Proud lions in their uniform 
Some were young, barely 16 
Never the same after experiencing hell and more 
 
Millions marched away 

Even less returned 
Many remains were found 
But some remain nameless 
 
One hundred years and two bullets ago 
Mothers, sisters, daughters and others 
Watched their fathers, brothers, sons and others 
March off to war and then no more. 
 
How many were found? 
How many were named? 
Do we even know 
If war at all has changed? 
 
By Joshua Basson  
 
Our congratulations and thanks to Joshua from 
Old Morganians.

For details of our 2016 Dinner, see letter sent to all members by our secretary Roger Richards. 

 

 
PLEASE NOTE THAT THE OLD MORGANIANS Website Address is drmorgans.com and it has been totally 
updated by its producer, Greg Kett, son of DMS Old Boy, the late Clive Kett. Greg runs Ravenswood Media. 
 
Old Morganians President: Bryan Lancastle. 
Old Morganians Committee: Treasurer  Mike Dodden  01278 423890 mob: 07540052982 e-mail: 
mdodden@aol.com ;  
Secretary: Roger Richards, 3 The Crescent, Corsham, Wilts, SN13 9FT. 01249 716263  rognsue@hotmail.co.uk  
Minutes Sec: Tony Wilkins. Chairman: Bill King 01278 456405; Dick Raymond 01278 686509, Colin Brown; Ray 
Haines; Brian Scott; Ralph Sealey. 
NB: Contact Mike Dodden if you require a 2016 membership/dinner application form. 
 
Material For Newsletter. Please write, phone, or e-mail, to Geoff Marchant, 37 Mendip Road, Yatton, North Somerset, 
BS49 4HR. Tel: 01934 834550  E-mail: Please send to yattonmarchants2010@hotmail.co.uk   Photos can be sent to this e-
mail address but bear in mind that we still produce a black & white newsletter for a large number of our members who 
either have no e-mail address, or whose e-mail addresses are out of date on our information listing. Therefore, please do 
not send large colour photos, or black & white ones of extremely high resolution, say in excess of 300kB. Thanks for all 
contributions to the newsletter – do please keep them coming. I especially need career / life history articles and 
reminiscences of the old school days. Geoff. Marchant, Newsletter Editor 

 


